Echidna 14.1 SR4
Release Notes
New in 14.1 SR4


Added web service API that generates unlock codes for Feitian tokens



Fixed Persistent Log table creation

Known Issues
List Users on ADS user store with non-existent bind user doesn't display error.
With regard to Echidna using Active Directory as a User Store, if the Active Directory bind
account doesn’t exist – an invalid DN for instance – an error will not be displayed. Instead a
user will see successful queries that return no content.

Resetting of ADS store context from sslctx to None not recognised.
If an Active Directory user store is configured within Echidna to use an SSL Context, an attempt
to modify the configuration to not use the Context will fail.

Access Point can't be created with IPv6 name, only modified to one.
Attempting to create an Echidna Access Point using its IPv6 address as the name will fail.
Instead the Access Point should be created with another name – the hostname for instance –
and then modified to the IPv6 name.

User store - add new table column dialog appears off-screen.
Occasionally an Echidna dialog will ‘appear’ off-screen on the right-hand side. Depending on the
browser type it may be partially on screen or completely off screen. When this occurs use the
browser’s horizontal scroll bar to move the view to the right until the dialog becomes visible.

mCodeXpress setTokenStatus with blank, invalid or missing newStatus attribute returns
"CORRECT".
If an mCodeXpress setTokenStatus WebService call is made with the newStatus attribute
incorrectly defined, the response will report the request as ‘CORRECT’.

mCodeXpress listTokens with firstResult/maxRows set to a very large value returns
validity="CORRECT".
If an mCodeXpress listTokens WebService call is made with firstResult or maxRows set greater
than the maximum value, the response will report the request as ‘CORRECT’.

Non serializable objects in session cause exception in logs and stop session restoration after
restart.
Some of the objects stored in the session or referenced by objects stored in the session are not
serializable causing exception messages in the logs when stopping or restarting Tomcat and for
any current sessions to be invalidated.

